
Year Six Weekly Newsletter

This week, we have focused on ‘Remembrance’ and the meaning of Armistice Day. We have
seen poignant images from World War 1 and learnt about the Canadian poet and soldier,
John McCrae, who, in just twenty minutes, penned the poem ‘In Flanders Fields’. Through
this poem, we now have a greater understanding of why the poppy is used as a symbol of
remembrance and the meaning behind the different colours - please talk with your children
about this as they all reflected on the importance of remembrance thoughtfully and
respectfully.

On Wednesday, our PCSOs came to the school to talk to the children about being safe
online and they reinforced how old the children should be to access different social media
accounts - please see the parentmail which was sent out on the 9/11/22. The year sixes
were also informed that from the age of 10, they are criminally liable.

The BIG Question in Science this week was ‘What is the colour of light? To explore this, we
created our own natural rainbows and Isaac Newton’s colour wheel. Colour wheels were
also created as part of their Art this week as it is an arrangement of all of the colours on the
spectrum. The wheel is used to show primary, secondary and tertiary colours and how they
can be used to create harmonious colour schemes.

In English, we are taking our knowledge of features of a biography to create our own
biography of either Winston Churchill or Adolf Hitler linking in with our WW2 topic. Did you
know that Churchill was an accomplished artist and had a severe lisp when he was a young
boy; he was told that he was lazy and wouldn’t achieve great things?

We have ended the week with a visit to the cinema today - a real treat!

Homework:
Maths - arithmetic questions. Please also use ‘hit the button’ for extra times tables practise
as we should be fluent in these up to 12x12. (https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button?scrlybrkr=c71a607b)

Spelling - Spelling Frame: spelling patterns which make the ‘ay’ sound e.g. sleigh, great
and survey.
SPaG.com - the children have been set a test called ‘Apostrophes and Plurals (A)’. An
apostrophe is used to show when an item belongs to someone e.g. the girl’s bag or for
contractions e.g. isn’t. www.spag.com
Logins are in the children’s homework pack.
All homework is to be completed by Wednesday of the following week. If there are any
issues please contact us. If it is tricky to complete the work at home, we have a Monday
lunchtime homework club.
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